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. 'Preface

The improved management of ,bilingual prbgrams,,particular-
ly Title VII programs, is the primary purpose for this handbook.
The same reason led to the creation of. the Institutes for Pro-
gram Improvement of which this handbook is the productil-N,The
InstktVes identified strategies which bilingual program direc-
tors Can use to deal with the diverse range"of problems they
encounter. This handbook is a compilation and summary of those
strategies. 1

The Institutes for Program Improvement, which operated
during FY 1979-80, were ECjoint effortof the National Assess- '

ment and Dissemination Center and thb Lesley Collaborative for
Educational Development, both at Lesley Colledein Cambridge,

Institute participants included Title VII direc-
tors, state coordinators, and applicants from New England. The
third Institutes held.dn1May 1980 was held in collaboration
with the Administrators' Management Institute in Bilingual Edu-.
cation directed by Dr. Maria Estela Brisk of Boston University.
Superintendents whose school district's have a-Title VII program
were the target population of the Administrators' institute.

The topics covered at the Institutes for.'Program Improve:- f
meat and summarized in this handbook were based ona caretuflY
identified set //of training needs The 1978 Report of the
National Surv6y ofTiile VII, the'evaluation reports of, the
Annual Title VII Bilingual Education Management Institute, and, I,,
several surveys of Title VII state coordinatorsand program 44

directors in New England were the principal means whereby those
needs were assessed. Time after time it was stressed that°
Title VII program directors needed practical advice and work-
able techniques and strategies to deal with the problems and
situations they encounter. The Institutes and this handbook
are a response to these need6.

The chapters in this handbolic are based upon the notes
taken by recorders during the presentEitions as well as updn , ,
the hand-outs distributed by presenters.. The text incorporates
the contributions of-both and participants and was-
wratten by the editor:

4



I hope_that this handbook will prOvide useful information
and ideas for all bilingual program directors., as well as in-:
sight into the problems they are faced with. 'Most importantly,
I hope that this manual, through fostering better program
management, will have a positive impact on the education and

development of bilingual students. It is to meet their needs
that bilingual programs exist andjthat bilingual educators
Work.

, I,'

G.P. De George

National Assessment and
Dissemination Center

-_Lesley College'
September, 1980
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Program Evaluation

I

Dealing with ones evaluator and evaluation designs were
two main concerns .identified by,lustitute participants in the
area of program evaluation. Also of major interest were the

1
uses of evaluation for program management and improvement.
Other questions were rather specific, such as how one writes
objectives and what are the dangers of evaluation. The follow-
ing text will present the questions raised and the strategies
and-information given in response.

. -.
-. 4

What is evaluation?
A

Evaluation is the process of determining the value or ef-
fectiveness of an activity for the purpose of decision-making.
By value is meant the worthwhileness of the activity and by
effectiveness its overall impact. Decision-making involves
making changes in the program to improve effectiveness or pro-
gram opeation.

Why do people evaluate programs and what are some of the useeof
evaluation results?

The following reasons were discussed:

a .1

because it is a federal requirement

to obtain'school committee supiort for the program

to aspess needg

to determine whether assessed ne ave been
addressed or resolved

to determine'gdals and objectives

to ascertain whether objectives have been met

to formulate program activities and deal with
objectives

to check whether prodbm activities are working

to improve the project

1
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to determine the overall' effect or -impact of

the program

to validate the program lnd to obtain refunding
or renewal

r

.What are the different types of ,evaluation?

There are two types of evaluation: 'formative and summatiVe.

Formative or process evaluation takes place in theicourse of

phogram operation. It is used to make changes and adjuetments in

mid-course. The criterion for'such changes is whether or not Pro-

gram activities (i.e, processes) are achieving objectives.achieving

Summative or product evaluation occurs at the termination of

the project. Such'evaluation judges whether a program has been
successful in achieving overall objectives and in meeting student

needs. Where a,program operates for a period of two years or
more, the summative evaluation for one year's operati!oq may func-

tion as the formative evaluation.for the next.

What constitutes a sound evaluation design?

In the last) analysts, one must choose a workable evaluation
design for a specific program in a particular setting. Of the

available evaluation designs, one Must .choose the most "stringent"
designjallowable,pin one's situation. A "stringent" design will
aid in validating h pi-6gram, 1.e., -show that the progress of stud-

ents iront's program can be attributed to the program and not to

extraneous factors. Prtgam validation is crucial for federally

funded bilingual programs.

A "stringent" evaluation de4n usually .incorporates three

features:

control groups against which to measure the

performance of program students

random assignment of students to program and
control groups, thus giving each potential
student an equal chance of being in either the

program or control group

reasona ble control over the program (or treat-
ment) being implemented

2
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"
The above criteria are usually found in experimental designs.

An example.spf such a design is the Pretest-Posttest Control Group
Design. In this_Aesign:

students are randomly assigned to either the
experimental (program) group or the control (non-
program) group this assures that the control
grpup will resemble the experimental group at
pre-test time

' both groups are pretested at the same time with
the same test

the experimental group receives instruction in
the program (here, the bilingual program) while
the control group does not

then both groups are posttested

,,"t" tests are perforpad on the results of each
group to show whether growth is significant

the members of each group must be the same fqr
both pre- and posttesting

The possibility of using the Pretest-Posttest Design for bi-
'.1.ingual programs is remote at this time.

a. .

What, therefore, are some' alternative evaluation designs that can
possibly be used fob bilingual programs?

A design which approximateS the above and which is sometimes
possible with bilingual programs is the Nonequivalent Control
Group Design. This design resembles the Pretest-Posttest Design
except that the-members Of the groups...Are not selected randomly.
Rather, the groups are taken intact as they exist in their in-
structional setting. Also, the non-program group is referred to
as the compardson group-ather than the control group.

The chief defect of this model is that, because random sel-
ection does not take place, the groups may not be essentially
similar at the time of.pretesting. One way of attempting to en-
sure similarity is to randomly assign whole classrooms or groups
of students to either the experiment .or comparison categories.
If such random-griJup selection is not possible, then similar
schools or groups of students could be used as the comparison

wrr
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In using the Nonequivalent Control Group Design, one must
be able to make a case for the similarity of,the two groups.
Even if pretest results for both groups are simiAar, it will be
necessary to show that it is reasonable to compare the achieve-

, ment gains for both groups after program treatment has taken
place.

A second alternative not as "Stringent" as the above is
the Norm-Referenced Model. In this design, the performance or

w "gains" of the program or experimental group is compared to
the perf rmance of the norming sample, i.e., the group from
whose pe ormance the test norms were derived. In the Norm-
Referenc d Model, therefore, the norming sample is used as a
sort of comparison group against which to compare the growth or
gains.of the program group. National norm are usuallg used for
this purpose; however, if appropriate state or local norms are
available, these may also be used., .

One way of using the test data in this design is to deter- c.

mine the expected performance level...of one's students. Let us
say that at the end,ofa particular program, one's students are
expected to score at'the 35th percentile. However, at posttest-
.ing time, one's students may score at the 43rd percentile. 'In
this case, there is an advantageous difference between what one
expects and what one obtains. Such a difference would consti-
tute evidence of program effectiveness.

Several precautions must be obsenled in using this design.
The norms to be used must be well constructed and developed,
include Students like those in the project, and have norm tables
that allow conversions to standard scores. In other.words, one
must find a norming sample which is comparable or similar to
one's program students. Another precaution is that pretestg and
posttests_ be administered to the program group at the same time
of year that test makeis tested the norming sample: or at least

-within two to three weeks of those dates. If these concerns .

aretaken into account, the comparisons between the program
group and the norming sample will appear reasonable to a valida-
tion panel.

A third design alternative is a Time Series Design. A
Time Series Design commonly involves only a single group of stu-
dents. Further, a series of measurements, perhaps three, are
Waken on certain skills or attributes prior to experimental pro-
gram treatment (in this context, the bilingual program). After
treatment, another set of measurements is taken: The question
is whether the experimental,program treatment has had any effect

4



on the performance of the group. The problem with a Time Series
Design is always whether factors other than the progranrtreat- .

-)sent can explain positive effects oAstudent performance as
shown in test performaVce. While there are many. other complex
problems that arise wth a Time Series Design, the underlying
assumption is that if a study based-Onsuch a design shows
steady, sloW growth, then something good is happening as a result
of prOtrammatic treatment. One way of stengthening the design
is to add a control group which would likewise receive a9Series
of measurements but.not the programmatic treatment.

A Time Series Design may be helpful in projects where'clas-
sical testing is inapppepriate. For instance, projects that
gauge success bdecreasing the number of disruptive bqhaviore,
decreasing Masentee rates, or increasing number and degree of
social interactions m.g\find a Time Series.Design to 4:1s of par-
ticular benefit. 4

A fourth alternative evaluation design involves the use of
Criterion Comparisons. In this form of evaluation, a criterion
of mastery (such as is see,poln: behavioral objectives) is esta-
blished. The program students are then tested to see whether
>their performance meets the mastery standard. ,In this design,
hoWever,the appropriateness of the mastery criterion could be
qu stioned as being too low or too high. *Further, it could be
ar ued that the standard or criterion was set f4thitrarily. In

ca es of project Validation, such objections would_haveto be
de It With convincingly.

1

,

, fifth alternative is the Case study Approach, which is
best suited to a.small number of students. Consequently, this

udesign is often used witiprojects in special areas or with in-
tensive services for small number; of participants. Efforts to
validate programs evaluated through case studies are subject to
questions, however. One must make the case that the measurements'
taken were appropriate and that! th9 results taken'on a small
number of eases are generalizable to other groups and settings.

The sixth and last evaluation design to be discussed heie
is the One Group Pretest-Posttest Design. In this design, only
the program group receives the proram,treatment and testing.
this is an extremely weak design that is commonly employed.
Whether or not measured gains are attributable to the program
are always open to question.

'1114*
As stated_at the beginnibg, one must choose a workable eval-

,uation desigr for a speci c program in a particular setting.
,...

The design selected should be that which is the most "stringent" ..

yet workable. 1

- IA
-

11 A
...- 5

*0*
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What are some of the problems associated w th evaluation designs?'

The greatest. problem with evaluation designs, which are
really types of experimental or research designs, are factors

...-whiclf-may influence results other than the treatment or program.
Some of these have.already been mentioned above.

A

To give i an example, if the eunJuation of a bilingual program
'reports significant cognitive and affective gains for program -

stddents, one may ask whether those gains are attributakle to
the bilingual program or whether outside influences had a hand'
in bringing them about, or whether the gains would have occurred
even without the bilingual .program; If, as the preceding
cUssion maintains, one employs a "stringent" evaluation design'
that rulem-out or "controls" such extraneous factors, then -ale

7 question need not arise. Where a Weake?' design is used, the
question will always arise and one must deal with it as ration-
ally as possible.

These extraneous factors are called threats to the internal
validity 4 the evaluation ddsign and are of the following general
types: historical events; student - maturation; the use of unreli-
able tests or observers; a high number of students who leave the
program before completion; regresSion toward the mean resulting
in gains which appear ccinfoundd or larger than they really are;
and using comparison groups that may be incomparable to the
project group.

It

A "stringent" evaluation design incorporates the features.
' that eliminate threats:. control or comparison groups,.Tandom
assignment of student's to rogram and non-program (control) '
groups as well as reasonable control over the project being im-

- plemented. In the case-of bilingual programs, however, linguiS-
. tic need. is thejmajor factor determining student entrance. Since
all students having linguistic need must be adMitted to the pro-
gram, random assignment is not possible. . AF

A threat to internal validity that needs som e explaining

- ig'regression toward the mean.. This_phenomenon occurs when theme

scores of students on'a pretest are uSed as a'criterion for en-
trance into.the program. If only the lowest scoring students

are to be selected, then their'pretdst scores usually represent
their poorest performance, since-they score low because they

are poor achievers and/or they are poor guessers (on true-false
and multiple-choice items). If.given the same test a week or
two later, the chances are that the same students will score
higher. 'Therefore, if the initial entrance test is'also counted

.6
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as a pretest in a pretest-posttest evaluation design for the pro-
gr&m, the gains will most likely appear'freater than they'are.

- The same phenomenon will be true of high scorers on an en-
trance test. On subseque4t measurements, their scores will tend
to regress toward the comthon mean, in other words, they will
tend to score lower. This phenomenon is also called the regres-
sion effect. Care must be taken not to interpret regression to-
ward the mean as an effect of the program.

What problems -arise as a result of testing in bilingual program
evaluation? ,

Testing is a major problem in bilingual education. There
is a serious lack of sound testing instrument% and more often
than'not.one must settle for "the best of the worst."

"4

One approach to this problem is the use of criterion-ref-
erenced tests, if they are available and they match one's objec-
tives. Available norm-referenced tests usually do not corres-
pond well to bilingual program objectives.

If one decides to write one's own criterion-referenced

Ilf

tests, a second problem arises: observers will have to be con-
vinced that the program is making a difference. Obse rs are
apt to cohelude that the tests were written in such a
guarantee successful results.

. .

What kind of reliability and validity shduld be sought in testing
instruments?

Where test manuals present reliability coefficients, those
coefficients 'should fall between .75 and .90. By reliability
here is meant consistency of measurement.

!Validity, on the other hand, is the extent to which a test
measures what is is supposed td measure. Validity coefficients
appearing in manuals should fall at least between .60 and .75.

One should consider what the test is measuring as well as
for whom. A'test may be obstensibly valid and reliable, yet in-
appiriate for one's bilingual program students.

.7
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How does ope evaluate a curriculum in which two cultures are in-

volved?

Oneqaethod of beginning to handle this problem is to bring
the two cultures. into a subject area, such as history, and to
stress common characteristics.

I

To ,evaluate-such g curriculum, one can identify experts in
the various subjects which comprise. the curriculum and have them
review curricular objectives. In addition, the curriculum should
be fieldtested using student as well as teacher feedback.

How does
t
one conduct aein-house evaluation?:

.,
..

.

.

One toed so essentially in the same manner as an outside
evaluator. The various tasks and functions connected with the
evaluation are simply assigned to appropriate program personnel.

How does one make evaluation reports easy for everyone to under-
stand? :

One removes all the technical language so that the layman
can read it 3

How does one deal and communicate with one's outside evaluator?

To insurq that communication lines are always open, the pro-
jec director should play an integral part in the evalUatiqn pro-
cess. Further, the overall evaluation plan should provide a re-
porting schddule and feedback on The project impact. Such
-'reporting requirements will tend'io upgrade program evaluations. 4.

',Further, uniform reporting will allow the SEA to cull evaluations
-.1%.

from the various bilingual programs in its jurisdiction to deter-
Mine the statewide impact of bilingual education.

Whatkinds, 40 contract specifications should one ihsist upon
with one's evaluator ?. *.%

One's contract should include the following pfqvisions: -

8 15. .
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a schedule of products, e.g., materials, in-
struments, reports

a schedule*of services, e.g., visitation dates
and agenda, directorfevaluator meetings to
discuss problems as they arise, initial meeting
to present the evaluation to staff

a reporting schedule specifying'who (director,
evaluator) should report t hat, when and to whom '

o

a schedule of payments specifying how much is '
4

to be paid to wh6m and for what (if. tests are
needed, try obtaining them first through a search
rather than contracting to have them written)

a clear Statement'of reports to be written (at t 4e
least two should be written T.- an,interim and a
final report),

that all project objectives be'evaluated

that the evaluator make,an oral presentation of
evaluation results to' the staff,

-

that the evaluator be avLable ,for short-term
follow-up aclear up any discrdpancies ih the
final report

that the evaluator be chosen by a competitive
bid contract

What should the interim report consist of?

The interim (or implementation) report should'include the
following items:

a brief program description including goals and
activities. ,

evaluation strategies, e,g., tests, interviews,
questionnaires

an accounting of the previous year'-s recommenda-,
fions, i.ea, reasons why specific recommendations
were or were not implemented

the, results of process monitoring to date, i.e.,
pro& stars-up operations, staff assignments,
parqb al involvement, project participants'

9
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,
. general concluele s'and, recommendations : --

The intrim report const tutes,a,ma' r role in formai4ve
'evaluation and is intetded to inform prpj ct personnel how'the
project is doihg. ,

4

What should the final report onsist of?
k

The final report should ontaiwthe following items:

an executive eumm ryi givirig. a

,

ief descrip- '

tion of puoject intent and xt'opulationorthe'
major points of t es)larger report and the

e major successes, roblems, code ions and

de recommendations (t e executive ary is for
administrato' and others who wW to read

P the repprt but wou d be unwillidg to spend
1,. large amounts of, time reading a lengthy, teclill

nical dOcument)
,

.4 a project description containing information
on the major int nt, the number of students
served by grade level, the number of staff
funded, the total budget for the year, the

.language group served, and the major activi-
ties which occurred

a comparison of the TBE and Title VII programs

a list Of the objectives and the methodsand
instruments,used to assess them

a discussion of the statistical significance
of results, of whether objectives were met,
and some of the qualifications to be observed
in interpieting the report

.

,e
4,,a,description of unanticipated outcomes

an account of overall project effectiveness
including conclusions and recommendations

What, are some of thePdangers-or pitfalls of evaluation?

ng the drawbacks of evaluation were mentioned the like-,

lihood that: 11,

4
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;I the project.may not "look gbod"

the project "looks good" on paper but in reality
does not

evaluation fdrms, in an effort to obtain a sub-:
sequent cont ct, tend not.to'be critical

the least qualified bidder may obtain the con-
tract

0-

How may one avoid the dangers and pitfalls of evaluation?

One may avoid them by:
4

insuring that the evaluatioes are as°objective
as possible

Al4k
seeing that even a,good evaluntion tains
recvmendations for the future. (it' is to be
borne in mind that'a purpose of evaluation
is to -offer justification for refunding and
to demonstrate the worthwhileness of the pro-
gram especially to the sthool committee)

having the director know beforehand what the
major recommendations Ia.', prior to the write-
up of the final report, and not having the
director change the report so much as to in-
sure that the supporting data°is correct

basing decisions on true evaluation data and
pnot on "how the roject looks"

CD

°
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Leadership Development: Leadership Styles

A Situational Approach

Which leadership st s are most appropriate and effective
in managing a bilingual program staff was one of the pr.incipal
needs voiced by Institute participants in the area of program
management. Interpersonal relationships, involving staff in
decision- making, and delegating responsibility were other deeds
identified.

To deal with these concerns, the presenter began by in-
quiring into the nature of leadership, discussed the Hersey -
Blanchard Life Cycle Theory of Leadership, led the participants
through a series of exercises which gave them insight into the
theory, assisted them in discovering their own leadership. style,
and provided opportunities to apply the theory.'

The insights and strategies derived from the presentation
are summarized in the following serier of qUebtions and answers.

What is a leader? 6

Anyone who accomplishes tasks tiliDueithe work of others.

What is met by tro.dership?

Leadership is the process of influencidg other $, i.e., one's
subordinates, to accomplish goals.

Wha$ is leadership style?

Leadership style is the way a leader deals with
situations in which people are to be influenced to accomplish.
goals. .

,

Leadership style is also a consistent pattern of behavior as
perceive by subordinates.

13
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Is an administrator's ,leadership style fixed or does it vary?

In, general, an administrator's leadership style should vary
according to,the demands of the various situations in which it
is to be applied. An administrator's preferences or inclinations,

. therefore, should not be t4e only factors which determine leader-
.

ship style.

*fiat is the gOal.of leadership?

5 success in the achievement of stated goals and
objectives

success in creating a positive work
climate, i.e., an atmosphere in which people
feel good about what is happening this is
especially important in the field of education

4.

tr

What does leadership behavior consist of?

.performing tasks, giving instructions and pro-
viding a structure

building relationships, being sensitive to and
lisening to the feelings of one's staff

What, then, is the Hersey- Blanchard Life Cycle Theory of Leader-
sh ip?

x.

The Hersey-Blanchard Theory views leadership style as a com-
posite of high. and low degrees of an administrator's relationships
behavior and task behavior. Relationships behavior refers to in-
teractions of a personal or social nature initiated by an admin-
istrator toward a subordinate, e.g., showing concern for how a
subordinate feels about something. Task behavior refers to job-
related, managerial interactions, e.g., reminding a subordinate
that a specific task must be completed as scheduled. Ihen the
degrees of relationships behavior` and task behavior are projected
onto a matrix, leadership styles fall into four bas4'c quadrants
or categories. They are as follows:

14
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High task and low relationships behavior. 4d-

ministrators

4

in this category give much direction.
but show little concern for_the feelings and
thoughts of subordinates. Drill: sargeants often

' exhibit these types of behaviors..

High task and high relationships behavior. Much
direction with much caring aboult what subordinates '

think and feel characterizes this learning style.
' Workshop leaders often operate in .this malwer.

Low task knd high relationships behavior. Little
direction but a high degree of personal inter-
action with subordinates are.the principal bpha-
viors exhibited by administrators having this
style. A-frequent examples that of the admin-

.
istirator whosgives much moral support but little
direction to an expert teacher.

Low task and low relationshipsv.behavior. Admin-
istrators having this style give little dirbction
and 10e, :airly.. uninvolved withStaff. A director
of a arch lab who has little contact with.sub-
ordinates who are very much on their own is an
example of such an administrator.

How, then, does an administrator choose an appropriate leadership

style?

Basic to the Hersey-Blanchard theory is` the notion, alreaAy
mentioned,, that an administrator's lAp.dership style'is not neces-
sarily fixed or determined by his order own preference pr inclin-

ation. According to the theory, therefore, the ability to alter-
one's leadership style according to the errands of a situation,

'i.e., flexibility in leadership style, s considered4a mark of
good leadeAhip. .Judgements of which st le to adopt are based
upon fhe.administrator's analysis of the task relevant maturity
of subordinates. By Mask relevant matur 1y is meant a subordin-
ate's abi1glity to set h gh but attainable oals, willingness and
ability to assume the esp risibility of perfolming the specific ,

. ' tasks leading to goal mplishment; and th ecessary training
and experience to do s .

A
In a sense, then, one skin of leaolership is to bring subor-

dinates to a high degree task relevant maturity. "Subordfnates4k
for instance, who remain passive and who are inclimed neither

15
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to set goals, nor to take the initiative in setting tests, re-
o

quire initially an administrator who will set goals and tasks
f as

well asthe necessary supportstructure to insure that subor,-
dinatroduce. Often, subordinates will signal the type of #--

leade hip they want or need.. Through ;process of training, ot

- .working and interacting, the administrator then developd thb
Sdbordinates' ability to propose goals and tasks and to carry
them out willingly.

i
ii,

,'4-.'.

The'Hersey-Blanchard Life CycleModel, therefore, is' iq;at-
self a model far personal leadership development. It supplied ,

the mechanism and procedures for such development4as well as.the
.vocabulary and concepts for discussion and negotiation.

sC

How is leadership.effectiveness measured?

Leadership effectiveness is measured by staff output,i.e.,
accomplishment of goals, and staff morale. As suggested abdm
leadership effectiveness depends upon.the administrator's prOpet"
diagnosis of subOrdiriates' task relevant maturity and Upon the
administfh.tor's flexibility in adopting the leadership style cOm-
sistent with that diagnosis,

,
...What are some the common leadership problems with which admin-

istrators must eal? f k,

somesome sit tions, individuals knowri to have high task

..'"
,relevant maturity come together in a group which as a unit pay 0

exhibit low 'task r levant maturity. That is, together they
cannot easily comp ete the task which is assigned them. The'
president and-his c binet in determining national policy are, .

at times, an example of this type of situation. 4
.

4

Anothbr common problem lies in the relationshlp betweeh ad-
ministrator and subordinate. The problem surfaces during the
interactions leading to the development of the subordinate's task-
relevant maturity. The ideal relationship lies in guiding the
subordinate to upward movement, sloWly and gradually, while the
administrator does not let go of the task and continues to supply
direction. The problem is'simply that the balance is diffipult
to maintain.

16'
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What are common leadership pralems encountered by directors of.

bilingual programs?

-The choice of leadership style is a common problem. A bi-

lingual director must decide what degree of structure subordin-

ates require. Structure includes the type of.direction-given by
on administrator, the tasks for which such direction is given.,

retention or delegation of responsibility, roles, goals, time-

lines and relationships behavior. A common problem is the dif-.
ficulty for bilingual directors in providing their staff with
structure and direction when they are needed. )

What can be said in summary about good leadership?

One can say that thd model for good leadership consists in

the ability to diagnose-the task relevant maturity of subordin-'
ates, and to implement the appropriate leadersWip style on the

bas4 of such a diagnosis. The Life Cycle Model is a method
which administrators, can use in making such decisions. In Ud-

dition to determining which leadership stylee to adopt, this
model can also be used in determining how'to.deal with pgfent
advisory councils and other groups and individuals.

or,

o
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(Leadership De'velopment:

Wdrking Within a System
"A\

How a bilingRal-director must deal with a number of consti-
tuencies outside of his immediate program staff was the principal
question posed by the participants of this Institute. Those
constituencies are found among the administrators and personnel
throughout the school district, as well as in the components
which make up the surrounding community.

Specific questions in dealing with the school district
were: how to deal with the school board, the superintendept,,
district-wide supervisors, building principals and the reality
of "staff" versus "line administrators. Dealing with the com-
thunity gave rise-to such questions as: how to deal with polit-
ical leaders and organizations, negative attitudes toward the
bilingual program, econoiRic conflict issues and parent groups.

_

Strategies and information on how to deal,with these phen-
.

omena are summarized by,7the-following- questions-and answers.

.00

f

44c wt.

Which school district personnel may a bilingual program director
have to deal with? -

the school board

the superintendent

the superintendent's staff, such as directors

) of personnel, finances and curriculuth
/

district-wide supervisors of such areas as elem-
entary and secondary curriculum, guidance, special
education, pupil personnel and federal programs

i building principdls

non-bilAgnal program teaching staff and

In dealing with such individuals, the bilingual
may also have to deal with negative-attitudes toward
education.

19
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With what political re sties and entities must t he bilingual
director cope?

The political entities usually encountered are the city or
town council and the school board. Very often those bodies or
members of them are negatively disposed toward bilingual educa-
tion and advocate as rapid a linguistic and cultural assimilation
as possible. At times such bodies or members of them reject the
establishment of a bilingual program in their city, town or dis-
trict altogether. State laws mandating bilingual education give
both support and protection to bilingual programs.

hat economic issues may a bilingual director have to deal with? .\
4

Declihing enrollments And tight budgets are two outstanding
issues at the present time. Various groups aad individuals in-
the community are,' therefore, increasingly concerned about where
and how monies%are spent on education. Another phenomenon is
occurring in large urban areas, where the enrollment, of ethnic
minorities in schools is increasing,'while the overall student
enrollment is decreasing. This, of coi4e, threatens the jobs
of teachers educating the English-speaking population and makes
employment opportunity more,favorable for bilingualrana ESL
teachers. The result is that negative attitudes toward bitlingual_

r ed ion are strengthened. Further, school committees, Whether
themse negatively or positively disposed toward bilingual
education, must themselves deal with,suoh community pressures.

Bilingual programs funded with "soft" federal
or other outside monies that are expected to cease after a cer-
tain period of time, create another problem. When such programs

oare to change over to "hard" money, i.e., local funding, a con-
' servative reaction among school board members against the change-
over and the bilingual program is often provoked. Typically,
the bilingual program will be asked to justify and explain itself
and a change in management style may be needed. Crucial at such
a time.is the superintendent's attitude toward the bilingual pro-
gram.

20
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What are some ways in which a bilingual director can deal with
negative attitudes toward thdobilingual program? 1

Have program staff contact members of the L

community and the school board to urge .

°- them to suppprt the bilingual program.

Establish a working, relationship with the
school committee.

Educate the community about-bilinguaedu-

, part of it. To accomplish this, organize
cation and theethnic minoritietthat are

wqrkshops-or meetings in which 2m outside

0 .or third party is brought to explain the
various phenomena: Such a third party,can
be a member of the state department of edu-
cation, (Ae of the Title VII resource or
dissemination centers, or the staff of a

. tollpge or university involved in bilkngual
-education. During such workshops, schOol
board members and community groups Cari"j.
interact with the third party.

Utilize bilingual program staff who are
ivolved in community groups to create cul-
tural awareness.asa means of bringing. 4

about fav5rable attitudes and evensupport
for bilingual educationand the bilingual,
program. Civic, social, atbietic., church
and educational groups are possible ve-
hicles-for such activity.

as

.1, Utilize the parent ad isory council. The
latter can perform important tasks,
such ns contacting the school board, artic-
ulating'with the supe4ntendent and other
administrators, and engaging'in activities
to educate the commurity.

.0 .

Where does the bilingual director usually stand in relation to

other layers of administration within the school district and
whet implications for management does that standing have?

From an organizational point of view a school district typ-

ically will have a top layer of administration consisting of



superintendent,assistant superintendent, business' anager, and
personnel officer. On the same leVel or perhaps onor two
levels down will be district-wide dixectors, supervisors or co-
ordinators heading such areas as elementary and secondary edu-
catipn, special education, pupil personnel, bilingual education,
physical education; mus , foreign languages, library and audio-
visual services. Direct rs of federal and state funded programs
such as Title I, Title V and Title IV are also associated
with this "middle ground, as well as building principaN and
assistant principals.

.But the question is what is the authority and power that
these individuals command? That power and authority is described
when a given position (e.g. directorofspec'ial education, prin-
cipal) is classified as a "line" or as a "staff" position. The
positions having "line" authority empower the individual to give
direction and orders to subordinates. Often "line" positions
carry the authority to ire and to dismiss as well as control
over a budget. Superin endents and principals carry "line"
authority.

"Staff" postions, on the other hand, usually deal with an
aspect of curriculum and function as resources to other district
personnel., "Staff" people may therefore assist and advise, but,
may not issue orders or directives. To make clear that a given
position is a "staff" rather than a "line" position, the holder
is often given the title of "coordinator" rather than director.

Heads of bilingual programs supported by "hard" money are
most often appointed as "staff",rathen,than "line" administrators.
It is, therefore, important for N bilingual coordinator to know
from the outset the category to which he or she has been assigned.
If appointed to a "staff" position, a bilingual coordinator will
most likely be obliged to interface with one or more building,
principals.

Problems are bound to arise where a bilingual coordinator
yeara "staff" position is working with teachers who are subordin-

tes to a building principal who has a "line" position. The
problem is usually further complicated by the fact that a bilin-
gual coordinator usually works with teachers in a number of
school buildings, thus involving a number of building principals.

22
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What problems arise where bilingual coordinators ("staff") func--
tion alongside building principals ("line")?

Where bilingual teachers are usually evaluated by the bilin-
gual coordinator and the building principal, teachers are often
confused by the resemblance of "staff=' and "line" authority.,

Where bilingual teachers answer to the bilingual coordina-
tor and the building principal, and this is usually the case,'
teachers are put in the difficult position of having to report
to two superiors who themselves may be in disagreement.

Accountability conflict is*often the result of this dual
authority. Since the building principal is a "line" administra-
tor commanding resources, he or she can be held responsible for
the achievement of bilingual program goals. At the'same time,
the bilingual coordinator, by virtue of his ofLher title, is
also held accountable for goal achievement even though as a
"staff" administrator" he or she is responsible only for assist-
ance to'school staff and cannot issue orders or directives.

Owing dual allegiance often leads bilingual teachdrsto
"play off" one superior against the other. For instance, a
teacher may feel that he or she is part of the general teaching
force and is, therefore, subject only to the principal. The bi-
lingual coordinator, on the othef hand, because he or she is
accountable, may feel obligated to offer leadership.

a.

How may such conflicts among bilingual coordinators, building
principals and teachers be eliminated?

Do not establish the bilingual program as a separate entity.
Make the program an integral part of the school system and let
building. principals be more responsible for the program's opera-
tion and effectiveness. For example, have the principal manage
the program budget and be in charge of ordering bilingual curri-
culum materials.

Until the dual allegiance problem is solved, what techniques can
be used to deitwith conflicts?

Form a principal's bilingual advisory council
or a similar device to handle conflicts. On
the council will be the building principal, '

.1
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e.
the bilingual coordinator, appropriate teaching
personnel and specialists. When to introduce
the teaching of English as a second language, -

what isato be the role of the parent advisory
council and which bilingual textbooks are to
be selected are possible areas of cbnflict that
such a group can resolve.

Have all program and non-"program teas who

4
service bilingual students meet to share ideas
and experiences, to discuss matters of'curric-
ulum and approach and to resolve problems and
inconsistencies. Such meetings will provide
a forum in which problems will be ironed out,
all concerned can have input and participate
in instructional decision-making and a "powdr
balance" can be achieved informally.

ti
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PrOposal Writing

The identified needs of specific bilingual populations
were the impetus behind the questions and issuestaised in the
Institute on proposal, writing. The main questions were how
those populations and their needs could be .hetter defined, how
an appropriate and feasible educational program could be con-
ceptualized And how that program could be translated into a.
fundable Title VII proposal.conslstent with federal guidelines.

Specific questions included how to perform a needs assess-
ment, how to distinguish between supplanting and supplementing,
how to obtain support services for bilingual programs, and how
to elicit school board support for a bilingual program proposal.

To answer these questions, the presenters structured a
two part Institute. The first part dealt simultaneously with
the procetses of conceptualizing a bilingual program and writing
a fundable propdsal. The second part dealt with ideas and
suggestions, mostly in the form of checklists, intended to give
assistance in initiating the proposal, writing progess and in
evaluating both the process and its final product, i.e., the
proposal.

Part I:.-,Conceptualizing a Bilingual Program

and Writing a Proposal

How, therefore, does one construct a good program or pro-
posal and what are its major components?

e
One puts together a good program or proposal:by doing the

following things:

I

identifying the educational needs of s target
population through a needs assessment

(N.B. One must take care in distinguishing
between needs and the means whereby those
needs are to be addressed as well as statiffg
those_needs in proper form. ,19t example, to
state "I need a community liai n worker" is
not a good statement of need. Better state-
ments are "Because there is little dr:no parent
involvezent in the bilingual program and in the

30



education of the students, there is need for
a community liaison worker," or "Because
there is no community liaison worker for the
bilingual program, there is a serious lack of
parental involvement Wthe bilingual program
and in the education ofLthe students.")

aeriving performance objectives from assessed
needs, One objective per need

designing procedures and activities, as.we 1 as °

identifying strategies and resources to achieve
objectives

preparing an effective evaluation design

planning dissemination activities for what one
has learned in the way of successful and un-
successful practices

What, then, are the major comnonents of a proposal for a program?

The major components are an abstract, program planning, pro-'

gram design, evaluation and dissemination.

What should one include in an abstract?

An abstract should be about one page length with single

spacing. It should consist of a title, a. de cription of the ,

community to be served, the target popUlatio for the program,
the needs to be_met, terminal or long term objectives, implement-
ation,procedures and activities, evaluation, techniques and pro-
cedures, and the project'p contribution to education.

It is coverage of-the above points that proposal rea ders

usually seek in an abstract and that will stimulate interest.

What does the program planning component consist of?

The basic intention underlying the planning component is to
determine where one is and where one wishes to be. The following
items should be included under program planning.

26
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DescriptiOn of the community to be served and the
context do which the program will take place.
This description is to contain physical an' geo-
naphical Information about the cornmunit e.g.,
seacoast, industrial or rural town; h. ory of
the town or city; demographics incluiing density
and population size and any significa changes
taking place; whether the population h language
needs not addressed by the school syste what
portion of the tax dollar is spent on e. ation

-

and on a per pupil basis; whether popula r.n
shifts have put strain on the schools.

Discussion of eCnomic factors. This discus o

i2ould incorporate major industrial or econom
anges aff cting employment and income, the prin-

cipal job and occupation sources, theexistence
of high unemployment and welfare, trends and plans
for future developm t.,

Existing cultural and ducational agencies and
their relationship with the school department.
Examples of such agenci s are schools other than
those in the district, museums, musical and art-
istic organizations. klack of such institutions
should be noted as well as the possibilities of
cooperation. Such cooperation could contest of
involvement of such agencies in the planning and
proposal writing phases of the bilingual programs
and in a sharing of resources. An example of
sharing would be to have teacher trainees in a

cal college work with gifted children.
,

Description of the school system. That descrip-
tion should contain the number of schools, enroll-
ment, organization (elementary, middle, secondary
levels, etc.), financial status, per pupil costs,
tax efforts to support the schools.

Enumeration the possibilities that the appro-
priate. biling al program .will open up for the
community in view of 'its economic and educational
needs.

Participation of the non-public schools in the

..-------)

bilingual program. This participation is required
because the parents of students in private schools
are alto tax payers. The bilingual program must

27
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provide for all participating non-public schools
the same service§ as are provided for the public
schools. However, to be eligible, the non-public
schools must establish a true bilingual program
of their own. To.provide such services to non-
public schools without their having' met this
requirement would be to supplant rather than
supplement, under Title VII regulations. Non-
public schools are'not obliged to participate
in bilingual grant or proposal, however, one
must document cases in which they refrain.

Review of research. Such a review will aid pro-
posal writers and eventual.beneficiariesX)..e.
students) of the program by providing a sound
basis for program develppment in botia theory and
practice. Further, it will show the proposal
reader that the writers are aware cf what is'oc-.
curring in the field. The review shdhld be brief
and limited to recent studies and should include
visitations to other similar programs. Quotations
and descriptions are appropriate as,well as mention
of assistance sought from agencies such as the
state department of education, research and con-
sultation firms. The review should be supportive
of the program.

,Description of needs assessment and learner needs.
.
The purpose of the needs assessment is to determine
the point at which one's target population and
program efforts are in order to plan the series
of steps leading.to the point where one wishes
them to be. One must describe institutional needs,
i.e., the resources the school district will and
will not provide, and learner needs, students who
fall below a pred9termined standard of expectation,
as well as the relationship between the two sets of

needs.

All needs should be prioritized. A description
of how they were assessed should include the in-
struments and techniques used, the data collection
method, evidence of tAe reliability and validity
of the data, and the triteria'used to identify
students having needs. Common assessment tech-
niques are tests, including standardized tests,
surveys, drop-out and other statistics. Survey
questionnaires and letters of support may be used
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to identify institutional and community needs.
An advisory board can also be used to document
and evaluate needs alid school district goals.
Such a board could include individuals from
industry. Prioritizing needs can be used as
a device to limit.the eventual program to
what. it can handle.

Description of the proposal writing team. The'

team should containno More than'seven persons
and should represent the,rglevant constituencies
in the school district, such as community mem-
bers, parentselementary and secondary staff.
Recruitment should be done by means of a defin-
ite set of criteria including writing ability
and knowledge of the field. ''School administra-
tors should be asked to, release school-staff
who have been,snected to serve on the team.
The team approach will give all the constitu-
encies involved a sense of ownership,in the
program and in the proposal.

What does the program design consist of?

The formulation and statement of program objectives comprise
the firot part of program,,design. Such objectives piust be re-
lated tliit, the list of priotized nepas mentioned' above. Program
objectives will be Of two types: immediate or current-year ob-
jectives d terminal objectives. Terminal objectives are
usually f in number. Objectives mustnot be merely adefini-Ition of c riculum (i.e., what is to be taught), but rather
statements of what the students.will be able to do at the end
of the program or some segment of it.

Objectives are to be written for program components and
participants including students, teachero, parents and adminis=._ \ -

trators. The objectives should desci-ibe the target population l

(i.e:., who is to be changed), the'ta§k or outcome to be achieved,
\

the way in which or the circumstances under which the outcomes
will be achieved, in what period of time, as well as with what
instruments and by, what standards, those outcomes will be eval-
uated.

Objectives must be written to cover the,entire length of
the program. Therefore,,for all those to be affected) by the
program (students, teachers, administrators, parents) the pro- '

gram must be divided into smaller time segments. For given time

29
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A
segments, - cognitive objectives may, for example, indicate that
students will ,increase in a specific skill by completing a speci-
fic project or that teachers will cooperate in developing cri-
teria for evaluating certain projects. Objectives ,fin the affect- .

ive area may indicate changes in attitudes or awareness as gani-
fested in certain types of behaviors. For example, teachers may
manifest increased awareness of a particular Value o$ phenomenon
by doing voluntary coursework, by volunteering to work with
parents or students, or by identifying resources. Objectives
focusing on in-service training may stipulate that teachers.

('identif , plan
i

or a given curriculum fore given \

target opulation. t.

. .....

If Iligensitivity" workshops'for non-bilingual staff are
planned, it is well to let them bevoluntary. An incentive to
recruit participants is to offer in-service credit through a
college or university. rnterest may Udwfurther stimulated by
having potential participants complete a needs assessment ques-
tionnaire and structuring the course to meet the needs identified.
One should ask what potential par-eicfpanfs would like, to see and
dp in the course and how willing they are to participate. Many
c011eges will be glad to furnish guidelines to organize such
courses. .

O

, ' - ,

A second'segiilent program design'deals with the procedures
and activities prescri ed for achieVement of objectives.

°

Care must be taken, above all, that the program activities
be well related to the objectives and needt assessed and that
a set of relevant activities be outlined for each program com-
ponent. The program of activities should, in effect, describe
a set of processes designed to bring about the achievement of
stated objectives. That process description. should include an
identification of related personnel, materials and facilitie.s.
In the description of facilities One should.point out their loca-
tion and give, evidence of their suitability. Further, all acti.:-
vities should be located, ill.a time frame. OrgaAkzaqpnal charts
or activity matrices are recommended to illusIrate.the relatioq-

.

ship of all these elements.

The program's budget'is a third item under prOgram degign.
As a first step, it is advisable to o4aikan idea of low fbeh
money is available from the funding source mud how much funding.
can be reasonably requested. A school district's'finaficral
officer will usually provide uch information. A-team'can then°
examine the proposed programnd all its components to estimate
cost9. A budget &1st, in effect, present a financial plan, pre-
pared in sufficient detail an indicating costs which can, if
necessary, be defended. .

- 30
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The program's evaluation. scheme is the fourth element in 4

grim design. The underiying-purpose of program.evaluation
to determine whether the program has been effective, or,-to

hat extent the program accomplished its objectives. An im-

portant feature of an evaluation design; closely associated-
with this fundamental purpose, is the utility of evaluative

information for, decision-making purposes. Such information
commonly comes 'n the ,,form of recommendations for improvement

win program practice. hen such information and recommenda-'
tionS are provided on an on-going basis, that is, where evalu-

ation focuses upon the effectiveness of prescribed activities

. in the courseof program operatiod, one is dealing in formative

evaluation. Summative or product evaluation in its strictest
sense is provided at' the program's termination and judges the

degree to which the program has, in the final analysis,

achieved its objectives. It is important that the'evaluation
design provide for both formative and summative evaluation.

The evaluation design must likewise provide a'schedulefor

the collection of the relevan data upon which the evaluation is

etoobe,made. That schedule may nclude such things as tests;

other instruments and techniqu such'as questionnaires and in-
terviews,'and, where large pop latione are concerned, a sampling

procedie. Provision must also be made for the analysis and re-

porting of data add conclusions.

Dissemination is the fifth element under program design.

Dissemination usually seeks to make available to thePublic'and
the community what the program has learned in the way of success-

ful and unsuccessful pr ices. It may also provide forinalcing

available products developed, such as instructional materials.

Dissemination may,assume many,,dorms, for instance, -"open house,"

hand-outs, newspaper article', publication of handbooks and in-

structional materials.

.d
Part II: Ideas and Questions

What elemehts should a proposal for a bilingual program contain?

,

A prpposal should contain, first of all, a needs assessnfent,

i.e., the part which answers the question "What's the problem?"

The needp%assessment should be thefonly negdtive part of the

proposal. The positive parts are: goals, participants, pro-
cedures, staff, supplies and equi ent, facilities, timelines,

and a budget. .-

^t*
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What are some simple areas in which proposal writers make mistakes?

These are deadlines (usually specified in federal regula-
tions), the number of copies required at the time of proposal
submission, and errors in budgeting.

se

How do proposal writers get ideas for innovative proposal

One technique is to brainstorm. Another is to have ndivi-
duals write down ideas, report them orally and rank order 'he
ideas. A third technique is to take a sheet of paper, st=y e on
top a prOblem need), and divide the page into two clumns.

IThe4first time the paper is sent around, individuals will rite
in solutions to the problem in the 1Vt hand column. Wh:j 4 the
column is full; the paper is sent around a second tin- Afhen in-
dividuals write, in the right,hand column, come on the ideas,
in the left 4Apd column.

What are questions that should be asked when "conceptualizing a
bilingual program?

What are the district's heeds?

Whom will the project serve?

How will the project continue when outside funding ceases?
What does the research say about continuance (i.e.,
capacity building)? --

hat features will make the Project innovative and unique?

;
hich program features seem promising?

Is outside help needed? Whom can one speak to?

How does one r ruit or contact staff°to obtain input?

How does one in olve othei educational and cultural agencies?

How does one keep the school administration informed?

What are some reasonable "ballydrk" figures for a budget?

32
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What other factors should h/itept in mind when writing a propro-
sal?

In asking-for money, act as a broker.

In asking for money, show confidence.

To foster organizational credibility, show the
competencies-and skills you have.

To foster project credibility, include with
the proposal staff resumes and written en-
dorsements-

. .

Read-and reread federal guidelines.

Share the tasks of proposal writing.

Reach out for community participation. elOw
4

Recognize school board members by asking .

them to comment on a draft copy of the pro-
posdl.

.,

Be sensitive to priorities.

Do a thorough needs assessment.

414
.

Research the topic well.

Seek e4ert_advice when you need it.

Be your own proposal manager.

Build the program into the school distinct;
do not make it separate anti detached.

Secure top-to-bottom support for the pro-
posal.

Set a schedule and meet. deadlines.

Assig tasks to peopleowho can do them.

Seekad ice_from federal and state agencies.

Eriminate jargon and avoid emotional appeal.
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Submit a project y9u.can manage do not try
to do too much.

Have confidence.

-How can a proposal be made more readable?

Market your idea.

Be serious but not dull.

Let persuasive arguments show the reader the
benefit of your product.

AP
Put your proposal in a format that is "skim-.
mable." '

Use as few writers as possible.

Visualize your funding source as one person.

Write in the third person.

Select an informative and interesting title.

Usea table of contents, number the pages and
use dividers.

Underline key words.

Reinforce wordsand narrative by means of il-
lustrations, charts and maps.

Keep sentences and paragraphs short. .

Use "bullet" lists where appropriate.

Use quick newspaper-like openers or highlighters.

Begin the proposal with the most Important points.

Be positive by emphasizing opp9rtunity rather
tha eed.

emonstrate confidence avoid "we hope" and
say "we will."
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Don't overdo any paint.

orgaillzed.

Keep all things shoftd simple.

Let the narrative be,brief.

In writing a continuation grants be sure to
include improvements and innovations.

Do not fill appendices with irrelevant matter.

'Be concrpe rather than philosophical.

Have others read the proposal to check flow
and accuracy.

Are there any other items to'be checked in, a proposal? Yes.

Make sure that parents are involved.

Make sure that the program staff will be bi-
lingual and if not, why not.

Check that there is no supplanting.
. .

Check the proposal, for cost-effectiveness.

Rate your own proposal according,to tilt point
system to be used by readers.

Hire the evaluator when writing your proposal
so that the evaluator can help formulate goals
and objectives.

Use language screening tests to identify the
target population where appropriate.

justify your choiceof screening instruments.

In the appendices, include forms, letters of en-
dorsement and questionnaires.

Specify your entry /exit criteria. .

Provide in the budget for any products to come
out of the project:

0
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What sorts,of questions do proposal readers ask when rating pro-

,.
posals?

Does the project fit into our priorities?

Will it have the kind of impact we want?

Are the time, money and personnel estimates realistic?

Are.-:the evaluation criteria sound?

Can and will the organizatFon,support the project beyond
the grant period?

A're the needs real, and in need of solution? Is this well-
documented in the proposal?

Is there local involvement in the project?

Has there been expert inpti project?

Does'the organization have credibility?

Does the project provide for participation of children qn-
rolled in non-profit private schools?

How will project participants be identified?

2,
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Parental Involvement''

Ideas and strategies for the creative and productive in-
,volvement of parents in the bilingual program were the main
interest of participants in this Institute. The discussion also
inclucied a consideration of the role that parents can and
should have and, of their role as defined by federal and state

o regulations for parent advisory councils.

How to relate with bilingual parents, how to obtain their
cooperation and participation in the parent advisory council,
how to assess their needs and how to.train them in performing
their rolqsrre amorfg the questions raised during the Institute.

In what sorts of ways should the Parent Advisory Council be in-
volved in a local bilingual program?

Fundamentally, the parent advisory council (PAC) should:

be suPportie o;ictlielbilingualprogram
and be allowed to offer its advice and
recoMmendations to program administrators
and staff as well as to the school district

be allo ed to have input into certain dec-
isions garding the bilingual program, e.g., .. 0

the form lation of a program philosophy and
curriculum

train its members in how to function.in the
socio-political context in which the bilingual
program finds itself-and in how to'involve
themselves effectivelyin the bilingual pro-
gram 4
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What are somg basic points that parents should be made aware of
in PAC training sessions?

Parents should be brought to understand the issue of eth-
nicity in the United States, the role of the bilingual program
in the education of their, children, different philosophies of
bilingual education such as maintenance and transitional and
the value .qystem they have encountered in the United States.

How does one begin to relate with bilingual parents?

One begins by getting to know the parents and their needs.
The following questions will help PACstaff in assessing parent
needs: .

Do both parents work a full day?

Whgre do the parents come from?

How much education do they have?

Do they. participate in the community througt
mik church related activities?

Do they attend general school activities or do
they tend to participate only when their own
language and culture are involved?

Are they citizens? If not, do they want or
intend to become citizens?

Do they have any knowledge of English? Are
they literate in their native language?

What values do they consider most important?

How do their values differ from the values they
find in the United States?

Are they concerned about education and the edu-
cation of their children?

3843
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What ire-some of the concerns that bilingual parents have about

the bilingual program?,

Parent concerns include the'following:
0

the, language reaching polj.cy of the schdol

system

the progress and school achievement of tiheir

children and what it means
(04

the attitude toward and the support for their
involvement in decision-making on the part of
the school or school system

sensitivity toward their culture and toward
what their culture is about

transportation and busing of school children

racftl and ethnic issues

special needs that their children may have
)

What kinds of strategies can be used to relate with'bilingual
parents and to enlist their involvement in the PAC and the bi-.

lingual program?

Among the strategies su stpd were:

providing info ation and support to non English-
speaking parents in the areas of housing and
welfare

helping parents to identify and contactcom-
munity agencies

sensitizing the English-speaking community and
crbating trust between parents and school ad-
ministrators,

disseminating information through single issue
newsletters (writing style should be simple,
in big letters and artistically inclined parents
can be employed to work on publications)
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announcing PAC meetings on foreign language T
on radio and on public stations

obtaining parent input into proposals

ecouraging contact and mutual support among
parents and program teachers

instructing parents of the rights and privil-
eges granted them by state and federal laws
and regulations

vp
arranging meetings between the "master" PAC
and the superintendent

acquainting parents with the school committee
and personnel in the superintendent's office

advising parents of federgA and state agencies
which can give them information and support and
of professional services to which they can refer

training parents to work with bklinguak,program
administrators as advocates for parent input

Whaelinds of.strategies cat? be used to minimize and eliminate
confrontations between PAC's and school districts?

S.

allow pardlits to have input into the hiring of
bilingual program personnel

use community agencies, teachers and administra-
tors to assist and.support parents in communicating
with the school, committee

keep parents informed through dissemination of
materials and PAC guides

sensitize parents to the types of instruction
given in the English-speaking and bilingual class-
rooms

encourage parents to support both types of in-
struction and to assist theirchildren

'40
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ob-tain theoactive suppqrt* of com munity agen-
cies'in promcring attendance at PAC meetings

let parents assume the responsibilities of
planning, conducting, announcing and recruiting
for PAC meetings

endburage parents whose children have completed
the bilingual program to remaiu active in PAC
and school activities c

require bilingual directors to atteRd PAC
meetings 4

41
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Strategies for Involving Bilingual and

Monolingual Students in Joint Activities

Infrequent contact among pilingual and mainstream program
students in a school districticaU have harmful effects. It

can result in mutual distrust and hostility, can hinder the
acculturation process and deprive English- speaking students of'
the opportunity to appreciate and learn about other cultural
groups in their midst. Further, infrequent contact deprives
both groups of the opportunity to learn the language of the
other. Finally, all these potential problems bear upon the
wider issue of thekrelationship between the.non-English and
English-speaking communities.

It was with the aim of preventing such problems andlOpening
up to all concerned the advantages of on-going communication
that participants of the third Institute for Program Improvement
sat down to compile a repertoire of strategies that they could

draw upon. That repertoire or list is as follows: e

integrate and involve bilingual adminis-.
trators in top-level decision-making to
facilitate the development of parallel,
curriculum and'the integration of bilingual
students in the English-speaking program

integrate and involve the bilingual teaching
faculty with that of the mainstreamprogram

facilitate student interaction by1 grade level
through class,assignMent and physical location
of classes

allow bilingual prograni teachers to assist bi-
lingual studentein the process of selecting
courses

/
provide tutoring services by pairing bilin-
gual and mainstream students where appropriate

use honor students to tutor bilingual students
as part of their community service requirement
and vice-versa

43,
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reserve slots, based on some equitable for- '

mula, for bilingual representation in student
government

encourage participation in sports; provide
basic sports skills clinics in which English-
speaking students instruct bilingual students
and vice-versa

provide native and local history courses in
the mainstream curriculum; involve bilingual
teachers in joint teaching responsibilities
for particular units

hold joint media presentations allowing stu-
dents to share information

provide joint field trip opportunities

provide appropriate foreign language instruc-
tion to bilingual and' English-speaking students

encourage students to pawticipate in joint ex-
tracurricular activities'''.

allow bilingual students to receive credit for
working with community agenciei

offer credit to ptudents who help other students
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Curricular Strategies

Institute participants pointed out a number of problems in
the area of bilingual program curriculum.

The source of those problems is the newness and complekity
of the bilingual field and the relation of the bilingual,prOgram
curriculum to that of the school district. Lack of cooaQHnation
between,school district and bilingual program in matters of cur-
riculum wft identified as a particularly acute problem area.

Institute participants suggested the following strategia.
whereby the district %and the bilingual program can work together
in formulating a parallel curriculum.

Look at curriculum in an interdisciplinary
contekt, e.g. .: :ge skills as related .

to social studies; na ve language study as
related to ESL and dis ict English language
courses.

Set up an interdepartmen al curriculum cam-
. mittee, including bilingu 1 program staff

to coordinate and reinforc: curriculum devel-
opment efforts.

Consider models of effective eaching, e.g.,
use of native language to pres t and expand
an ESL concept.

To get started, have a committee of pa ents,
administrators, community members and teachprs
review the bilingual program through visits
nd interviews.

To insure development of parallel curriculum,
have ESL, bilingual and classroom teachers
plan courses together.

d
.

Foster an attitude of "ownership" on the dart
of all district staff for bilingual program
students, i.e., the education of the bilingual
students is the mission of all.in the district,
not just orthe bilingual-iprogram staff.

45 ,
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Where possible, establish ESL programs for bi-
lingual parents and develop theirabilitty to
have a role in curriculum development. .

Provide for quality.controA*ot4he bilingual
Ir program, consistency of teaching techniques,

and adoption of a philosophy cebiltngual
education.

43,4 4

Obtain samples of cur culdteThat has been
successful other s ool districts.

Develop literature courses at the high school
level in the studentS'enative language as well
as in English.

Through the study of language and literature,
develop in:ptudehts a sensitivity for the
depth of human experience contaihed tn their
own and in American culture. ,

0 ,

Develop for the English-speaking students
courses related to the culture and civilizit-
tion of\the bilingual students in their dis-
trict, e.g., ,courses in Caribbean history.
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Assessment

The question of assessment in bilingual programs 'is complex
and controversial. Participants were particularly concerned
about the problems they have had in implementing the require-
ments of the LAU vs. NicholsDecision and the LAU Remedies for
school districts having non-English or limited English7speaking
students. ,

Among the issues cited Were problems with prpcedures re-
quired by the Office of Civil Rights such asqdentification and
registrationof LEP students, when to test forjanguagedomin-
ance and proficiency, which thsts to use, the lack of qualified
test administrators, and the lack of consistency iniOCR policies
in dealing with diffvrent school districti

The view of bilingual education as a deficit model rather
than a positive alternative, a tendency to label students on
the basis of test results and to stress student-weaknesses
over strengths were other assessment related problems mentioned.

When it was suggested that' bilingual staff work together
with district-wide staff.in developing and implementing LAU
compliance plans, it was pointed out that animosities due to
economic factor] among bilingual and other district staff were
a deterrent. Such animosities exist where increasing enroll- AA"*.

ments of bilingual students occur iirdistricts having otherwise
decreasing enrollments, as pointed out in the Institute on
Leadership Development: Working within a System. ,

To dealiwith such assessment related problems, participants
offered Re following strategies.

,

Have bilingual and district staff wolKtogether
in devAloping entrance/exit procedures for bi-
lingual program students.

Establish sensitivity training sessions for
non-bilingual staff.

'4o Provide for contact-and interaction-among bilin-
gual and district -wide staff.

Set up a central diagnostic service center to
deal with the placement of all types of students
in a district, including bilingual students.
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